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Elvis Presley Collected is packed with rare photographs and stunning on
the page facsimile memorabilia and provides an insight into the unique
journey of one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century Elvis Presley and a new insight into the life of a legend.
Follow the incredible story of the man they call the “King of Rock and Roll”. Elvis

Collected

Presley’s life and career is shown from his carefree beginnings at Sun records in
the 1950s to global superstardom. In addition the book features rare interviews

Written by Michael O’Neil

with the legendary Elvis guitarist Scotty Moore, Drummer DJ Fontana and Elvis’s
loyal backing singers the Jordanaires.
To bring you even closer to the King the book features a wide variety of superb

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:
Format: 270 x 270 mm Hardback Book
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: 150 colour and mono photographs
Text: 20,000 words
ISBN: 978-1-912332-36-6
RRP: £20.00
PUBLICATION DATE: Autumn 2019

on the page rare memorabilia and documents from the archives covering Elvis’
career including tour posters personal letters publicity material and fascinating
items and tickets from his greatest gigs together with his best album covers.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• A unique hardcover book and rare memorabilia set
• The Book includes rare interviews with Elvis backing group members
Scotty Moore and DJ Fontana.
• 50th Anniversary broadcast of Elvis ‘68 Comeback Special to be
screened in 2019

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Michael A. O’Neill is a writer and actor who trained at
the Central School of Speech and Drama in London. For
many years he wrote scripts for historical documentaries,
which he also produced and narrated; these have been
shown worldwide on a variety of TV channels such as the
Discovery Channel and the History Channel.He has
written many best selling books including a biography of
Frank Sinatra.

• Facsimile memorabilia on the page including tickets concert and film
posters publicity material and personal items
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imply the words, “the King”, will conjure up a

the music world can best be summed up in the first and
subsequent comments by those crooners into whose ordered

who were suddenly liberated from the oppressive

mellow tones were reassuring to a generation that had come

kind of music is deplorable, a rancid smelling aphrodisiac…
Yet Elvis didn’t discard his predecessors’ well-trodden paths

It fosters almost totally negative and destructive reactions in

completely; he, too, could croon with the best of them, albeit

young people”. Sinatra’s tune then mellowed into superlatives;

with the velvet undertones of a dangerous seducer. He covered

“Elvis was the embodiment of the whole American culture.

songs, employed musical components and adapted the singing

Life wouldn’t have been the same without him”.

style used by a man he sincerely admired, and who could be
considered the Elvis of his time, Dean Martin! In fact, Elvis

Those singers who came after him had no need to recant on

dubbed Martin “The King of Cool” and adopted Martin’s

their initial reactions. From Mick Jagger’s “No one, but no one

relaxed-mischievous stage persona and obvious enjoyment in

is his equal or ever will be. He was and is supreme”, to John

displaying his talent.

Lennon’s “Before Elvis there was nothing… if there hadn’t

But Elvis’s own trail-blazing artistry and popularity forced

recognises in Elvis Presley a brave and superbly talented

been an Elvis there wouldn’t have been the Beatles”, everyone

those who had gone before him to change tack as far as they

giant of the musical world whose love of success and luxury

were able. Dean Martin, for example, according to writer Nick

brought the life of a gentle man and a confused soul to a sad,

Tosches, became a serious actor once Elvis had assumed the

indeed, tragic conclusion.

mantel of young, easy-going singer-in-chief.

Ignoring the malicious advice, Elvis and the boys all gave

of the Blue Moon Boys. Which meant that they had to be
focused on producing new material. Unfortunately, none of
them could write songs. So they had to rummage through old
long-forgotten ones that they could vamp up. Out of the pile

Rockin’ Tonight’.

By the early months of 1955, when Scotty had decided to
relinquish the manager role, Elvis and the trio were becoming
minor regional celebrities, especially thanks to their
appearance on the Louisiana Hayride show for which Presley
had been engaged for a year of Saturday-night performances.
The house drummer, D. J. Fontana, was added to give an extra
dimension to the trio. Fontana, who then became a fixture of
Elvis’s backing band, recalled those early years; “Well, his

voice was so unusual for that time period and his clothes were
unusual – his dress with the peg pants and all that stuff and
stripes down his pants leg. And he was a good-looking kid, a
good-looking guy, and I said, “Hey this guy might do ok – who
knows?” he had that certain charisma about him that there

This book will retrace the meteoric rise and fall

was no way for him to miss, no way”.

of this fast-living and glowing star.

be dubbed ‘Rockabilly’, led to him trailing a list of descriptive

Gradually, Presley’s indeterminate style, which would later

names in his wake, such as “The Memphis Flash”, “The King

of Western Bop” or “The Hillbilly Cat”.

MaIN IMaGE:

Elvis performs during his second appearance on ‘The Ed
Sullivan Show,’ New York, October 28, 1956

injection with amphetamines before he went on. It was the start
of another worrying period in his life.

he was Elvis’s equal in spending lavish amounts of money, which

up their day jobs, Scotty and Bill now rejoicing in the name

rose ‘Milk Cow Blues’ to become their third single after ‘Good

and everyone who was close to him was in Hawaii to watch.
The pressure was enormous, and he succumbed to a vitamin

in not to spend it – he lived a quiet and unpretentious life with
his wife Marie, devoid of any showbiz nonsense – had been
spending an increasing amount of time at the tables in Las Vegas.

“ThIS IS LIvING”

The inimitable Frank Sinatra’s attitude in the 1950s was, “His

Elvis had reached the pinnacle of his career with this show,

revolved around the promotion of the magic money tree known

After the thrill of Hawaii, it was back to the conveyor belt in
Las Vegas, where the International had become the Las Vegas

now flowed out of both men’s pockets as quickly as it flowed in. It

Hilton. One night he lost his voice and had to abandon the stage.

was just as well that the Presley magic was bringing in waterfalls

He missed three shows and had to drag himself through the

of money, because Parker’s Vegas habit, and his habit of losing,

remainder of his engagements. Stimulants before the show,

did not bode well for the future of either man. Quick to criticise

sedatives after the show to keep the fears and the sleepless

Elvis for his spending profligacy, he was equally quick to forbid

nights at bay, kept him going. His anxieties were not eased

criticism of his own.

when four over-enthusiastic fans leapt onto the stage during

The big event in Elvis’s life in 1973 was, Elvis: Aloha from Hawaii.

whose karate skills enabled him to dispense with one of them.

one midnight show to be tackled by security and Elvis himself,

It would be the first satellite transmission of a music concert

Paranoid, he thought that Mike Stone had sent them to kill

ever, and RCA and NBC had teamed up to amass an audience of

him and raged to an astonished audience. Never before had he

up to 1.5 billion when it was broadcast on January the 14th 1973,

allowed his personal feelings to be heard in public, but made

just a few days after Elvis’s 38th birthday.

unstable by pills, he continued to rage for days afterwards. He

Terrified and flattered to be asked, he was fired up for this event,

even tried to get his friend Red, now reconciled with the singer,

and when director Marty Pasetta advised him that he needed

to shoot Mike Stone, who had, as Elvis saw it, stolen his wife

to lose weight, he agreed easily. Weight was a touchy subject

and was trying to ruin his life. Linda was terrified and in tears,

and never spoken about amongst the entourage unless Elvis

doctors administered sedatives. Fortunately for everybody, the

mentioned it first. He went on a crash diet, restricting himself

cloud eventually passed and Elvis was content to “Just leave it

to just 500 calories a day for two weeks to look his best for

for now.”

the world and do justice to his white, ornate jumpsuit and the
American eagle that would emblazon his cape, embroidered

Elvis was now a slave to his prescription drugs; he knew them

and studded with jewels of glass. This costume, more than any

all and what they could do for him, the Valium, Seconal, Demerol

other, would fix the flamboyant Elvis image in the memories of

and Nembutal amongst others, all of which compliant doctors

audiences around the world.

could acquire for him. Everyone around him was worried, no one
could, or wanted to, really stand up to Elvis’s addiction. Although

The benefit concert rehearsals had been filmed, just in case

Red and Sonny tried.

any hitches might arise on the day of the actual performances;
included in the song list were evergreens such as ‘My Way’, Blue
Suede Shoes’, ‘I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry’, ‘Hound Dog’ and

Elvis overdosed on barbiturates twice in 1973; the first time left
him in a coma for three days. As the year drew to an end after
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Elvis Presley looking down in 1955
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concert

Presley performing live onstage at ‘Aloha From Hawaii’

ELvIS haS LEfT ThE BuILdING

that.” Because, Crosby added, “no one could have opened the
door to the future like he did”.

‘Can’t Help Falling in Love’.

as Elvis Presley, whose natural inclination was to gather money

His occasional betting turned into an obsession that meant that

ever again.

ELvIS prESLEY A LittLe More ConverstAtion

a horrified older generation fed on the superbly calming
talents of Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra and their ilk, whose

through almost a half-century of troubled decades.

than a sack of dropped potatoes, and some nondescript, selfimportant manager told Elvis not to give up his job as a truck
driver. That hurt. So much, that Elvis never went back there

ELvIS prESLEY A LittLe More ConverstAtion

he was wise enough to realise that, “Elvis helped to kill off the
influence of me and my contemporaries, but I respect him for

well. The man whose every waking, probably sleeping hour had

They went skidding downhill with the hillbilly audience faster

INTrOduCTION

ELvIS prESLEY A LittLe More ConverstAtion

beautiful” young man, electrified girls and boys alike with
his on-stage gyrations that left little to the imagination of
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Even through his own self-absorption, Elvis could not fail to
notice that a change had come about in Tom Parker’s life as

radio show. They felt as though they were rocketing up to the

world he burst like an atomic augmented fifth. Bing Crosby
began by affirming that, “Elvis will never contribute a damn
thing to music”. But once the new wave had swept over him,
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moon.

Perhaps the incomparable influence of Elvis Presley on

thousand images, a thousand thoughts in the
minds of a generation of young guys and gals

moral strictures imposed on them by their parents and
teachers in the 1950s. this “beautiful, astonishingly
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It did not take long for the ambitious Sam to fulfill a dream for
the trio; an appearance at Grand Ole Opry in Nashville for a

